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ABSTRACT

In this research we have developed a system that can automatically translate Thai 

language into Thai sign language using the Rule-based approach. In this system, the user can 

arbitrarily assign any input words to be translated or spelled and can also determine the facial 

expressions for any word or phrase or even a whole sentence.

When an input sentence is sent into the system, it is parsed to groups of small 

vocabularies and then all of them are individually matched with the longest phrase to prevent 

mistakes from parsing. The system, then, verifies the words that are assigned to be spelled and 

marks them not to be used as an input for translation. After that, the system marks the superfluous 

words and some vocabularies that are not used in sign language to be ignored during translation. 

Next, the words from former process have their grammatical tasks identified. They are integrated 

into phrases, and then their grammatical structure is checked. This system provides 215 

grammatical structures which are adequate for people with hearing impairments and deafness to 

communicate in daily life. If their structures do not match with grammar rules, the system stops 

translating.

Afterwards, all words in the output sentence are arranged by the grammatical structure of 

Thai sign language. Lastly, the system adds facial expressions, as defined in the original sentence. 



These processes are designed to make sure that the final result from this system can be used as an 

input for displaying accurate and realistic 3-D animation.

Two experiments were conducted in this study. The first one was an experiment in 

translating from Thai text to Thai sign language text. The second one was an experiment in 

translating from Thai text to 3D Thai sign language by using the results of the research 

“Development of a Tool for Building 3D Thai Sign Language Dictionary”. The first experiment 

presented an accuracy of 97.19% and the second, 93.86%, showing that the translation results are 

satisfactory and can, therefore, be used to help people with hearing impairments. 


